PATRON NOTICE

Maximum Passengers Per Ride ......................... 2
Maximum Combined Weight .................. 500 lbs
Maximum Single Passenger Weight ........ 300 lbs

HEIGHT RESTRICTIONS:

MIN HEIGHT WITH ADULT: 48"
MIN HEIGHT WITHOUT ADULT: 52"
MAX HEIGHT 78"

PLEASE OBSERVE THE FOLLOWING RULES

NO DRUGS OR ALCOHOL
NO MEDICAL CONDITIONS
NO PREGNANCY
NO EPILEPTIC PATRONS

THIS RIDE IS NOT RECOMMENDED FOR PERSONS WHO:

» Are under the influence of alcohol or any type of drugs.
» Are pregnant.
» Suffer from Motion Sickness or Claustrophobia.
» Anyone having Heart Conditions, Back or Neck Ailments or any Serious Disabilities.
» Epileptic patrons; due to the special strobe and lighting effects that are known to trigger seizures

All loose articles such as pens, loose change, cell phones, sunglasses etc. that may come off during flight should be removed.

» Patrons have a responsibility to exercise good judgement and act in a responsible manner while riding the FS-VC DUAL SYSTEM.
» Patrons have a responsibility to become familiar with and obey all oral and written warnings and instructions prior to and during their use of the FS-VC DUAL SYSTEM simulator.